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Riding the wind
Meet the man who plans
to cross the English Channel
with a bunch of balloons.
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COUNTRY MUSIC AT THE CROWN

UNDERWOOD SOARS

Shelter
too quick
to kill,
suit says
! An animal rights
group claims adoption
efforts are thwarted.
By Mike Hixenbaugh
Staff writer

Staff photo by Raul R. Rubiera

Carrie Underwood gives the crowd a smile while performing at the Crown Coliseum on Friday. See more photos online at fayobserver.com.

! The 2005
‘American Idol’ winner
reaches new heights
in Fayetteville.
By Brian Dukes
Staff writer

Carrie Underwood’s concert Friday night at the
Crown Coliseum was literally a high-flying affair.
Standing in the back of a
miniature pickup suspended
by cables, the reigning

queen of country music glided over the heads of the
near-capacity crowd of
7,500 during a cover performance of John Denver’s
“Take Me Home, Country
Roads.”
“You’re not seeing things,
people,” Underwood told the
audience. “I am in a flying
blue truck. I think I officially have the best seat in the
house.”
Long before belting out a
few tunes in the replica airSee CONCERT, Page 4A

HOME RUN FOR LOCAL VENUE

Hard work, luck led to booking
By Brian Dukes
Staff writer

When country music superstar
Carrie Underwood stepped on stage
at the Crown Coliseum on Friday
night, it represented a combination
of aggressive marketing, hard work
and dumb luck.
“This is huge for us,” Karen Long
said last week.
Long is the general manager and
CEO of the Crown Center. “When

she announced the tour, this was her
only North Carolina date, and we’ve
got it. Not Raleigh or Charlotte.”
According to Underwood’s website, the singer will be in Greensboro
and Charlotte in October.
A near-capacity crowd of about
7,500 attended Friday night’s show,
part of Underwood’s “Play On”
tour.
The concert comes shortly after
See CROWN, Page 4A

OIL SLICK LANDFALL

Document: BP had no plan for spill
COMING
SUNDAY

By Cain Burdeau
and Holbrook Mohr
The Associated Press

Prepare to vote
Gear up for Tuesday’s
primary election with a
guide to region’s races.
Perspective

MOUTH OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER — British

Scottish heritage
St. Andrews Presbyterian
College band preserves
the bagpipe’s history.
Sunday Life Magazine
The Pirate leader
ECU’s new head football
coach, Ruffin McNeill Jr.,
has Lumberton roots.
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AP photo

Danene Birtell, left, and Dr. Erica Miller of Tri-State
Bird Rescue and Research clean an oil-covered bird
in Fort Jackson, La., on Friday.

Petroleum once downplayed
the possibility of a catastrophic accident at an offshore rig that exploded,
causing the worst U.S. oil
spill in decades along the
Gulf Coast and endangering
shoreline habitat.
In its 2009 exploration
plan and environmental impact analysis for the well,
BP suggested it was unlikely, or virtually impossible,
for an accident to occur that
would lead to a giant crude
oil spill and serious damage
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to beaches, fish and mammals.
At least 1.6 million gallons of oil have spilled so far
since the April 20 explosion
that killed 11 workers, according to Coast Guard estimates. One expert said
Friday that the volume of
oil leaking from the well
nearly 5,000 feet below the
surface could actually be
much higher, and that even
more may escape if the
drilling equipment continues to erode.
“The sort of occurrence
that we’ve seen on the Deepwater Horizon is clearly un-

ST. PAULS — A WinstonSalem animal rights advocate is suing the Robeson
County Animal Shelter for
euthanizing cats and dogs after they had been flagged
for adoption.
The Gerber Animal Law
Center of Raleigh filed the
suit Thursday in Robeson
County on behalf of Susan
Barrett. After reading the
complaint, District Court
Judge Jeffrey Moore issued
a restraining order barring
shelter staff from euthanizing a dog or cat after a rescue group says it will adopt
the animal.
The suit lists Health
See SHELTER, Page 5A

FORT BRAGG
SOLDIERS

INTERNET
GOES GAGA
FOR TROOPS’
PARODY
By Amneris Solano
Staff writer

Army Sgt. Aaron Melcher
has some sweet dance
moves.
His wife, Michelle Melcher, can attest to that. And
now, so can the rest of the Internet-loving world.
Melcher and several of his
fellow paratroopers have become Internet celebrities after filming a parody of a
Lady Gaga video in Afghanistan. The soldiers, with the
82nd Airborne Division’s 4th
Brigade Combat Team,
danced their rucksacks off to
the song “Telephone,” complete with costumes and
choreography.
The video was posted
See PARODY, Page 5A

Watch the Lady Gaga parody
video at fayobserver.com.
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Taking
flight
Jonathan Trappe plans
an extraordinary
adventure in June,
when he will attempt
to cross the English
Channel via cluster
balloon.
Page 2E
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Eastover celebrates
rich heritage today

Organizers of the sixth annual Eastover
Heritage Day have something to say.
Bring your lawn chairs.
Sit a spell.
The celebration is scheduled from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. today at the Eastover Ballpark, kicking off
with a parade at Armstrong Elementary School.
u hamburgers, hot dogs, funnel
Festivities include
cakes, ice cream, a bake sale featuring cakes
and pies from the community’s finest bakers.
The event also includes
crafts, farm exhibits, a car
show and raffles, as well as
children’s activities. Musical
entertainment will be
provided by the Mac
Williams Middle School band,
Bill
The Stillwater Quartet and
r the Craig Woolard Band and
Kirby Jr.
Miss Eastover. Proceeds,
according to organizers, provide recreational
opportunities for all ages in the Eastover
community. The event is sponsored by the
Eastover Civic Club, the Eastover Community
Park Association and community businesses.
There is no admission charge. For more
information, visit www.townofeastovernc.com or
call 483-6725.
% The local chapter of the March of Dimes
“Walk for Babies” fundraiser is scheduled for
10 a.m. today on the Methodist University
campus at 5400 Ramsey St. Registration for the
3.1-mile walk is slated for 9 a.m. Call 483-3691.
% The 16th annual Fayetteville Shrine Club
Golf Tournament is scheduled for Thursday at
Baywood Golf Course. Registration is at
12:30 p.m., followed by a 1 p.m. shotgun start in
the captain’s choice event. Entry fee is $65 per
golfer. Proceeds benefit Fayetteville Shrine Club
activities and the Sudan Temple Transportation
Fund. Call 624-3066.
% “Please help us save babies,” Jackie Carter
says about the local March of Dimes Golf
Tournament, which is scheduled for 1 p.m.
Friday at King’s Grant Golf and Country Club.
Entry fee for the captain’s choice event is $70
per golfer, which includes greens fee, cart fee,
mulligan’s, red tees, refreshments and a meal.
Entry deadline is today. The tournament is
sponsored by Citifinancial. Call 488-6670 or
630-1114.
% Entry deadline for the Amy Bill Ministries
Golf Tournament, with proceeds benefiting
Moses Mathis, “The Bicycle Man,” is Friday.
The cost per golfer is $60. The event is
scheduled for 1 p.m. May 14 at Cypress Lakes
Golf Course. Call 822-1630.
% Cheers to the North Fayetteville
Exchange Club, which recently continued with
its “Care Bears” program to assist the
Cumberland County Sheriff’s Office. Deputies
distribute the stuffed animals to children who
have been victimized by crimes and other
related trauma.

UP IN THE AIR

Contributed photo by Arnold Greenwell

Pilot Jonathan Trappe and The Spirit Cluster launch at the Wings of Carolina Flying Club at Raleigh Executive Airport in
Sanford.

BALLOONIST HOLDS
ONTO
T CHILDLIKE DREAM
By Chick Jacobs
Staff writer

SANFORD
hen Jonathan Trappe
flies, he goes solo.
But he never flies
alone.
Whether gliding two miles
above the Earth in a high-tech
gondola, or just watching the
world go by in a purloined desk
chair from work, the rail-thin
37-year-old carries a world of
dreamers in his hip pocket.
“What child hasn’t dreamed
of hanging onto a cluster of
balloons and floating off into the
sky?” Trappe mused.
The rest of us let go of those

W

balloons, those dreams, as we
grew older, perhaps glimpsing
them becoming distant dots as
we got on with the business of
life.
Jonathan Trappe didn’t. Using
a blend of wonder and a healthy
dose of technical project
manager, he has become perhaps
the world’s foremost spokesman
for cluster ballooning.
Granted, there’s not much
competition for that position.
There are maybe a dozen
cluster balloonists in the world,
he says, and generally the only
time you hear about the group
is when something goes wrong.
Because, he notes, when

WANT TO LEARN
MORE?

% Jonathan Trappe’s exploits are
chronicled at
www.clusterballoon.com.

things go wrong, they really go
wrong.
“When everything is working,
the only person who knows
you’re up there is you,” Trappe
says.
Well, you, your flight crew,
the authorities and the
occasional airplane pilot who
has to pinch himself.
See BALLOONS, Page 3E
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w try to make the first cluster flight over the English Channel
Balloons: In June, Trappe will
From Page 2E
% % %
Trappe is a stickler for
safety, both for himself
and the unsuspecting public
below. When he takes off,
everything is done by the
book.
Even if he’s writing the
book as he goes.
“I take safety very
seriously,” he says. It’s
about the only time that his
smile slips from his face.
“It’s never acceptable to
put others in any danger.”
You get the idea. This
isn’t your “grab a lawn
chair, bungee chords and
some Army surplus
weather balloons” yokel on
a lark. Trappe is cautious,
meticulous in planning and
exacting in execution. His
passion is an unusual
melding of a level-headed,
soft-spoken fellow with an
eye for details and a mind
that wanders among the
clouds.
Cluster ballooning is just
what the name implies. A
collection of gas-filled
balloons (usually helium)
are attached to a harness,
which holds a passenger.
When enough balloons are
connected, they begin
floating.
Some balloonists dangle
from a parasailing sort of
setup. Some nestle in
oversized chairs. Trappe
uses a wrap-around harness
that looks sort of like a
car’s child seat.
Like the standard huge
single-balloon pilot, they
ride the wind in silence.
Their climbing and falling
through the air depends on
a system of ballast and gas.
Technically, they are
considered experimental
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Contributed photo; staff photos by Raul R. Rubiera

Jonathan Trappe takes a picture of the view from 4,000 feet above the Sanford airport. At
right, staff photographer Raul R. Rubiera shot photos of Trappe discussing the mechanics
of his balloon cluster. TTop right, TTrappe displays the two different types of balloons he
uses. Right center, TTrappe uses a water ballast when he is ballooning. At bottom right,
John Hunter, left, from the Wings of Carolina Flying Club and Nidia Raul-Ramirez, Trappe’s
crew chief and girlfriend, hold up the harness attached to the chair, which Trappe will use
this summer to attempt a crossing of the English Channel.
aircraft. Since everyone
comes up with their own
system, there’s no defined
parameters for flight.
“If you can imagine how
to do it, then you can do
it,” Trappe said.
% % %
The first question
Trappe usually fields, after
the inevitable query about
his sanity, is if his passion
for floating flight was
fueled by the Disney/Pixar
movie “Up.”
It wasn’t. He was
airborne long before grumpy
Carl Fredricksen took flight
on the big screen. In fact,
Trappe helped Pixar build a
balloon-bouyant armchair to
use during the film’s
publicity tour.
Trappe’s introduction to

his passion was far more
mundane: an article in the
Wall Street Journal about
an oddball endeavor called
“cluster ballooning.’’ It
included the now-legendary
misadventure of
“Lawnchair” Larry Walters,
who in 1982 ended up
crashing a balloon-festooned
lawn chair into some power
wires in southern California,
blacking out thousands of
homes.
Trappe admired the idea,
if not the daredeviltry. If
such a flight could be made
safe, it would be worth the
effort.
He began planning his
first flight at work,
borrowing his desk chair
for the event. For months,
he and a group of friends
took over the living room

and back porch of his everpatient girlfriend (and
subsequent flight crew
chief) Nidia Raul-Ramirez,
tinkering with balloons,
pulleys, rock climbing gear
and “what if” scenarios.
Trappe also earned his
FAA certification and
learned to fly hot air
balloons. “Every little bit
of knowledge might come
in handy,’’ he said.
Finally, after figuring
everything from lift per
balloon (15 pounds) to ballast
(he chose water over sand,
figuring if he landed in
parched country “you can’t
drink sand”) and enduring
some “substantial, nontrivial
fears,” he was ready.
On a muggy summer
See BALLOONS, Page 4E
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1985: Bragg psyop battalion activated
10 YEARS AGO

35 YEARS AGO

50 YEARS AGO

% May 1, 2000:
Fayetteville Police Chief
Ron Hansen retires from
the department he has led
since 1984.
% May
a 1, 2000: About
100 people gather at
Highsmith-Rainey Memorial
Hospital to mark the first
h county’s
anniversary of the
takeover of the hospital. The
county holds a ceremony in
to
t
front of Highsmith-Rainey
unveil two plaques marking
the county’s ownership of
the hospital. This is the
second time the county has
owned the hospital.

% May 2, 1975: The
Moore County Alcoholic
Beverage Control Board
reveals plans to build a
new $200,000 central
warehouse and new ABC
store in Southern Pines.
% May
a 5, 1975:
Cumberland County
Commissioners learn it will
cost the county $500,000 to
buy the land and restore the
dam to make Hope Mills
Lake No. 2 into a county
park. The commissioners
purchased an option to buy
the 86-acre proposed park
site several months ago
when they thought the land
acquisition and dam
restoration could be financed
for approximately $100,000.

% May
a 1, 1960: Present
and former pastors and the
congregation of Galatia
Presbyterial Church in the
Seventy-First community
u
gather for a groundbreaking
service to officially start the
construction of a new
sanctuary. The new bbuilding
will replace the century-old
landmark which was
destroyed by fire in
December.
% May
a 6, 1960: The
population in Fayetteville is
listed at 46,472, according to
U.S. Census Bureau district
supervisor Ray V. Revels.
Fort Bragg’s total barrackshoused military personnel
was 16,353 and 1,425 at
Pope Air Force Base.

25 YEARS AGO

% May
a 2, 1985: The 1st
Special Operation Command

Balloons
From Page 3E
morning in 2008, about 20
volunteers helped Jonathan
Trappe launch the selfchristened “Chairway to
Heaven.” Four hours and
50 miles later, the
contraption and Trappe set
back down in a farmer’s
muddy field.
The chair, now retired
from flying, was cleaned
off and taken back to his
work desk at Accenture in
Raleigh. He still uses it.
“It’s just as well it was
retired,” he said. “It’s a
very comfortable chair ...
for about the first hour.”
Trappe’s latest flight, on
April 10, was by far the
most ambitious. The flight
set a world record for
length of time in the air,
and was the first
documented overnight flight.
It also included an
additional element of
potential danger. The winds
aloft, which dictate the
craft’s direction, could easily
steer him into the congested
flight paths of RDU or glide
him into restricted air space
over Fort Bragg.
“It just so happens they
were holding live fire
exercises at Bragg on that
day,” Trappe said. “The
4E
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Michelle Luther
— the 9th Psychological
Operation Battalion — is
activated. This increases the
number of active-duty psyop
battalions to four, all
stationed at Fort Bragg
under the 4th Psyop Group.
The unit was originally
formed in April 1952 as the
9th Loudspeaker and Leaflet
Company at Fort Riley. It
was inactivated in 1953.

LIGHT
YOU DON’T TRAVEL
A
Despite what you might think, packing for a flight suspending by dozens of balloons can be
pretty complicated. Here’s Jonathan Frappe’s carry-on luggage for his flights:
% Altimeter
% Oxygen canister (required
for flights above 12,000 feet)
% Cold-weather clothing,
including gloves and thermal
socks (temperatures are
much colder aloft)
% Sunglasses
% Sunscreen (UV rays are
much stronger above the
clouds)
% GPS tracking system
% Battery-powered beacon
and flight lights
% LED light (for night reading
restricted airspace around
Pope was closed up to
29,000 feet. I didn’t think
they’d actually view me as
a target, but with all the
activity down there, it
wouldn’t be a good day to
float through.”
Instead, Trappe
calculated the currents,
reading them like an
experienced riverboat pilot
reads a riverbank. He’d hitch
a ride on one level, drifting
away from the firepower of
Bragg, then climb above the
traffic of RDU.
“The low-level winds

of maps)
% Motorcycle battery
% Backup motorcycle
battery, in case the first one
gives out
% Aviator maps
% Kneeboard for maps
% Scanner for ground crew
% Scanner for aircraft
% Ballast bags, each holding
three gallons of water. (Why
water, not sand? Because
you can’t drink sand.)
% Camera
would have pushed us in
the right direction,” he
added. But flying a cluster
of balloons at about 1,000
feet at night isn’t really a
good idea. Too many things
like TV towers are waiting
out therein the dark.”
Trappe took off next to
the Wings of Carolina
Flying Club building at the
airport. Several of the
group’s pilots helped fill
the 50-plus balloons and
dragged their kids along in
the pre-dawn chill.
“I’m sure they were
thinking that they’d never

% Flight bag to hold small
stuff
% Sandwiches (peanut butter
and jelly are traditional)
% Passport, pilot license and
craft certification (in case of
wary officials)
% Credit card
% Cash (in case credit cards
aren’t accepted wherever he
lands)
% Cutting tool for emergency
descent
% Parachute (in case cutting
tool was required)
get a chance to see a guy
float away in a bunch of
balloons,” Trappe said.
“One of the neatest things
was, as I was floating up, I
could hear one little girl
yelling ‘Bye-bye!’ Here I
was, hundreds of feet in
the air, and her voice was
floating up to me. She kept
yelling as I floated away.”
Day turned to evening as
Trappe watched the world
silently glide below him.
“Up there, there’s no
sound. No propellers, no
engines. There’s no sound
of wind, like in a glider.
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LOOKING BACK

Contributed photo

The large vessel in the center is a World War II submarine
chaser used as a dock. The ‘Florida’ is the Oscar P.
Breece yacht on the right.
You are on the wind. It’s
truly silent.”
During the night, in a
slow mosey less than a
mile above the greater
Raleigh area, Trappe broke
the silence, chatting with
the RDU control tower,
some local Ham radio
operators, even a 737 pilot
who sailed below him.
“The controller at RDU,
he was just awesome to
work with,” Trappe said.
“He told me there was no
traffic within 80 miles. I
literally had the sky to
myself.”
He cruised southeast
through the night, gliding
over Selma just before
daybreak. Then, with the
coastline closing in and
unpleasant memories of
fellow cluster balloonists
who unwisely ventured over
water, Trappe shifted course
once more, landing near the
Wayne-Wilson county line.
His support crew and a ffew
unimpressed cows were
there to greet him.
% % %
Trappe’s next flight will
likely gain more attention
— and carry an entirely
different collection of
memories.
In early June, he will
attempt to make the first
cluster flight over the
English Channel. The time,

and the history, with a
generation of airborne vets
in the region wasn’t lost on
him.
“Early June flying over
the English Channel to
France means an awful lot
to a bunch of people,” he
said. “If things worked out
so I could make the flight
on June 6, wouldn’t that be
amazing?
“Of course, if I ended
up flying over Normandy,
I’d be way off course!”
Instead, he plans to take
the most direct route the
winds will allow, flying over
as little ocean as possible.
“Way too many things
could happen,” he said.
“That time of year, I’ll
have up to 16 hours of
light, but I don’t want to
use them all.”
The logistics of flying
from one country to
another are complicated,
especially if you don’t
know quite where you’re
landing. But, Trappe said,
it’s one more dream.
“It’s such a narrow
ribbon of water, but so
iconic. It has called to
aviators for centuries.”
And he’ll have the
dreams of the world as
carry-on luggage.
Staff writer Chick Jacobs can be
reached at jacobsc@fayobserver.com
r
or 486-3515.
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